Section I (To Be Completed By Seller / Shipper)

Name and Address of Grower(s)

Name and Address of Seller / Shipper

Name and Address of Buyer / Processor

Variety and Kind

Class / Class Applied For

Year Grown

Section II (To Be Completed By Seller / Shipper)

1. Lot / ID No.: ____________________
2. Field ID No.(s): ____________________
3. Date of Transfer: ____________________
4. Total Quantity in Lot: ____________________
5. Total Quantity of Seed in Transfer: ____________________
6. CT Lab No. (If certified) - Attach Copy: ____________________
7. Name of Carrier: ____________________
8. Shipped in _______ Truck(s) (No. Trucks)
9. Method of Shipment: □ Bulk
   □ Super Bags / Mini-Bulk Containers; No. of Bags: ____________________ Weight of Bags: ____________________
10. Stage of Conditioning: □ Certified Class of Seed - (Seed has met requirements of both Field & Seed Standards, but has not been tagged)
    □ Bulk cleaned seed - (Subject to certification)
    □ Field inspected - (Combine Run-Seed has met requirements for Field Standards)
11. Reason for Transfer: □ Sale to an approved In-State Facility
    □ Inter-State Transfer (Out-of-State) If Checked; Seed is subject to Section III below; contact Seed Certification Authority before continuing.
    □ Transfer for conditioning; Type of Conditioning: ____________________
    □ Other: ____________________

           Seller's / Shipper's Signature ____________________ Date ________________

Section III (To Be Completed By Buyer / Processor)

1. Date Shipment Received: ____________________
2. Amount Received in Shipment: ____________________
3. Buyer's/Processor's Lot No(s): ____________________

           Buyer's/ Processor's Signature ____________________ Date ________________

Section IV  SEED CERTIFICATION AUTHORITY DECLARATION (Required for Out-of-State Transfers Only)

1. According to certification records, the above information appears to be: □ accurate □ inaccurate
2. Transfer approved: □ Yes □ No

           LDAF Representative's Signature ____________________ Date ________________

REMARKS: This Transfer Form is to be used when transferring any Certified class of Bulk Small Grain or Rice, out-of-state, or to an approved Facility within the state, when said lot has met the requirements for Certification for the Kind, Variety & Class noted on this form. This form is NOT to be used for Certified Seed being sold to the final disposition (Retail Sale).

SELLER/SHIPPER: One copy of this form must be sent to the Louisiana Department of Agriculture & Forestry (LDAF), a copy must accompany the seed in transit, and a copy is to be retained for your records.

BUYER/PROCESSOR: Immediately upon receipt, Section III of this form must be completed, and a copy sent to LDAF, and a copy retained for your records.

The Louisiana Department of Agriculture & Forestry certifies the seed, but is not responsible for the actions of the grower. To use this form on seed that does not meet the requirements for the kind, variety, class and stage of conditioning is a violation of Law.
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